WHAT IS CHRISTAIN SKATE NIGHT?

Christian Skate night is public skating to Christian contemporary music in a morally sound and ethically correct environment.

WHAT IS THE COST?

$4.00 Admission  
$15.00 for up to five people, a savings of $5.00 (same deal as family night)  
$2.00 for skate rental  
****Group rates available, need to speak with Gregg

DATES AND TIMES?

Refer to next sheet.

OTHER NOTES:

- Patrons may bring there own Christian music CD’s  
- Christian organizations, leaders, and families are encouraged to attend and participate.

DID SOMEONE REQUEST A SCHEDULE OF DATES AND TIMES?

You may tell them over the phone or place their name, address, and phone number indicating such, in Gregg’s or Chiloh’s mailbox if they wish to have one mailed to them.